
 

 

 
 
 

 
 

  January 29th/2021 

Mayor John Borrowman        

Town of Canmore 

902 7th Avenue 

Canmore, AB 

T1W 3K1 

 

Dear Mayor Borrowman, 

  

The Bow Valley Naturalists have been active in the Bow Valley, participating in public environmental 

issues and providing educational opportunities since 1967.    Although our winter public speaker events 

are held in Banff and we are headquartered in Banff, our focus and membership is Bow Valley centric.   

The majority of our board members are Canmore residents and our membership is roughly split between 

both communities.    

All our members care deeply about protecting natural ecosystems.  As an organization, we have been 

active participants in the Three Sisters wildlife corridor issue for over 30 years.    

 

We recognise that this will ultimately be a Town of Canmore decision, subject to the constraints of the 

legal requirements and processes that are set in motion by the Three Sisters application for an area 

structure plan. However, we also note that the Town of Canmore is the last line of defense to protect 

wildlife and ecosystems from the negative impacts of the proposed TSMV application.   Your decision 

will have wide ranging wildlife impacts for the entire Bow Valley, not just Canmore.   

 

 We are concerned about the TSMV application for numerous ecological reasons: 

  

• Bow Valley wildlife populations are already compromised by industrial activity, persistent heavy 

traffic on the Trans-Canada Highway, the CP Rail, increasing development pressures and the 

challenges of ever increasing recreational activity.   We have included an air photo courtesy of 

Brad White that starkly shows how much existing development already impinges on the east-west 

movement of wildlife 

 

• The wildlife corridor currently identified by TMSV is inadequate and primarily dependent upon 

one mitigation; a fence to separate a tiny wildlife corridor from human use.   In addition the 

“new” wildlife corridor forces wildlife up onto the steeper north facing terrain.    The “best 

available wildlife science” clearly suggests that long multi-species corridors require low-angled 

slopes, sufficient width to provide security (physical, visual and acoustic), sufficient forage for 

various species and should generally be free of human intrusions.   The wildlife corridor as 

currently identified by TMSV fails to address any of these concerns, with the exception of human 

use, which is primarily dependent upon an effective fence to exclude human use.   While we 

concede that there is a slight possibility that a fence may mitigate some of the human use 



 

 

concerns, from a risk management perspective if the fence doesn’t work exactly as planned, 

development will have permanently impaired the corridor.    

 

• The fence that completely excludes wildlife (or humans for that matter) has yet to be built, 

anywhere in the world.   Wildlife that gains access to fenced areas are at an increased risk of 

injury due to the inability to easily access escape terrain and depending upon the species, may 

pose additional risks to residents.   Based on our discussions with Banff National Parks staff, 

removing wildlife from the fenced highway corridors is person intensive and often entails 

significant risk to staff the public and panicked wildlife. 

 

• Relying on human use compliance via signage and educational programs is significantly more 

challenging in a development populated with visitors rather than permanent residents.   And no 

education program functions without a parallel enforcement commitment.  As way of illustration, 

the black swift closures in Johnston Canyon, which is complete with barriers, tape, dozens of 

multi-lingual signs, and on scene Parks Canada interpretive and enforcement staff.  In a short 

summer season, more than 85 visitors were charged.  Camera monitoring and staff observations 

conclude that the charges laid were relatively low compared to the actual number of violations.  

Of course these 85 people are now “educated” but there will be an entire new crop of visitors the 

following year.  Closer to home, council is well aware of the challenges and lack of compliance 

with excluding human use from the seasonal bear closures near Quarry Lake. 

 

• It is extremely difficult to maintain education and enforcement programs, even for a few years. 

Due to the Species at Risk Act, Parks Canada, has no choice but to continue implementing the 

black swift education and enforcement closure.  But in our experience, no government 

organization or private developer is willing to pay in perpetuity for education and enforcement 

costs.   Even education programs, which are extremely cheap to administer compared to an actual 

enforcement program, typically run for a year or two, at which point the proponent feels they 

have complied with the intent of the EA and walk away from the program.   In over 50 years of 

analyzing hundreds of EA’s, while we always support education programs, we can categorically 

state that every single EA that has relied primarily on “education” as a mitigation tool, has 

ultimately failed.   Education is always the cheaper alternative for developers but should never be 

relied upon as a primary mitigation tool.   

 

• The proposed additional development at the Thunderstone Quarry will not only compromise the 

east-west wildlife corridor wildlife corridor but also the effectiveness of the adjacent underpasses, 

perhaps even rendering them useless. 

 

In summary –We must protect critical wildlife movement habitat, stop using our limited land base as if it 

was for human use only and be careful not to rely on the belief that one simple relatively unproven 

technology (e.g. fencing) will solve a complex problem.   It’s critically important that an adequate 

wildlife corridor with the appropriate width, low-angle slopes, forage, cover and no pinch points be set 

aside first.   This must be supported by the best available scientific literature and incorporated into the 

development.   Then and only then, should the discussion begin on how to improve the effectiveness of 

the corridor via fencing, community design, education and enforcement.  Ultimately, setting aside an 



 

 

adequate wildlife corridor does not impact the financial feasibility of the development.  In that sense, it is 

a relatively minor “ask”, even though it places some limits on development.   

 

We urge the Mayor and Council for the Town of Canmore to realistically face the tough challenges that 

the TSMV Area Structure Plan poses both for the Town of Canmore and the region.   Your decision must 

support a healthy environment and habitat for wildlife.  Development mistakes cannot be undone and 

your decision will affect generations to come.  

Sincerely 

 

 

Reg Bunyan 

 

 
Vice President 

For the Bow Valley Naturalists 

 

 

Cc  Councillor Esme Comfort,  

Councillor Jeff Hilstad 

Councillor Karen Marra  

Councillor Joanna McCallum 

Councillor Vi Sandford  

Councillor Rob Seely 

 
Attachment: aerial photograph  
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